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Abstract 

 

   Adsorption of bisphenol-A (BPA) and diethyl phthalate (DEP) onto activated 

carbon has been studied. The experimental adsorption data is reasonably well fitted by a 

two site Langmuir isotherm model. The estimated two equilibrium adsorption constants 

were almost the same even though the adsorbates were different. This suggested that the 

existence of two types of adsorption sites with different equilibrium adsorption 

constants for strong and weak sites on the present activated carbon surface. The 

equilibrium adsorption constant of strong site was 130 times larger than that of weak 

site, and the saturated adsorption density of weak site was 2.6 and 3.6 times larger than 

that of strong site for BPA and DEP, respectively. In addition, adsorption experiments 

of the binary system have also been carried out. Based on suggesting two type sites, two 

models, competitive adsorption or non-competitive adsorption models, were attempted 

to apply to the experimental results. Judging from the model consideration, the 

non-competitive model could describe well the adsorption isotherm in the binary system. 

Compared with the single system, in the binary system, the equilibrium adsorption 

constants were almost the same, but the saturated adsorption densities were 10% to 30% 

lower than that of the single system. 

 

Keywords: adsorption; bisphenol-A; diethyl phthalate; activated carbon; two site 

Langmuir isotherm 
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1. Introduction 

 

   Some substances have been reported to affect the aquatic environment, such as 

nitrogenous compounds, ammonia and nitric acid, aromatic compounds, phenol, 

divalent heavy metal ions, and organochlorine compounds, and methods to remove or 

decompose these substances and to control histamine-producing bacteria have been 

proposed (Azari et al., 2014; Naghan et al., 2015; Ahmadi et al., 2016; Azari et al., 

2016; Rahmani et al., 2019). 

   In recent two decades, among them, the influence of environmental distributed 

chemicals, so-called endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDCs), on humans, vertebrates, 

etc. have been reported. Among EDCs, bisphenol-A is well-known to influence 

hormonal signals and have an irreversible effect on the development of the reproductive 

organs. Especially, many reports of these influences on fish have appeared in the 

literature (Sohoni et al., 2001; Belfroid et al., 2002; Kashiwada et al., 2002; Baek et al., 

2003; Ohkubo et al., 2003; Nakada et al., 2004; Lahnsteiner et al., 2005; Nagae et al., 

2005; Sumpter and Johnson, 2005). Fish and shellfish are important to humans, not only 

as food or protein resources but also as resources of physiologically active and bioactive 

substances.  

   In the environmental aqueous phase, the concentration of these EDCs has been very 

low level, for example, the level was extremely lower than a few ppb due to their low 

solubility to water. For this reason, it is so difficult to remove these EDCs from natural 

aqueous environments. On the other hand, in industrial wastewater, the concentration 

level of EDCs is higher than the ppm-level. Therefore, it is important to remove EDCs 
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in the industrial treatment stage. 

   For conservation and restoration of the aqueous environments or aquaculture 

systems, attempts have been made to remove these substances. For this purpose, several 

techniques have been attempted and developed (i.e., adsorption method using solid 

adsorbents (Nakanishi et al., 2002; Emmerik et al., 2003; Kubo et al., 2005; Tsue et al., 

2005; Shareef et al., 2006), degradation using ozone and ultraviolet light irradiation 

(Irmak et al., 2005) degradation by catalyzed or enzymatic methods (Coleman et al., 

2005; Modaressi et al., 2005) degradation by ultrasonic sound irradiation (Abderrazik et 

al., 2005) and so on). However, it is reported that the degraded substances can also 

affect several animals or fishes as same as EDCs. For preventing the degradation of 

EDCs, EDCs should be removed to keep the natural chemical structure of EDCs 

without degradation. For this purpose, the adsorption technique could be employed to 

remove EDCs from the aqueous phase due to simple operation at ease. Adsorption of 

EDCs onto objective adsorbents has been studied with several adsorbents. Several kinds 

of adsorbents have been attempted to remove EDCs from the aqueous phase. Among 

them, activated carbon has been used as a typical general adsorbent due to getting at 

ease, inexpensive, and so on. Many studies on the adsorption of EDCs onto activated 

carbon have been carried out in terms of especially adsorption kinetics and adsorption 

isotherm (Toledo et al., 2005; Hohan et al., 2007; Kumar and Namasivayam, 2014; 

Sudhakar and Srivastava, 2016; Martín-Lara et al., 2020). However, most of these 

studies have only reported which are the well-established adsorption kinetics models or 

adsorption isotherms equations agreed well with the experimental results. This method 

is good for solving particular problems, but it lacks the potential for development, such 
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as proposing a new adsorption mechanism. Moreover, these previously reported studies 

have only dealt with a single system of EDSs, but also there have been few reports 

about adsorption mechanism and adsorption modeling. It is so important for adsorptive 

separation process design and development to know and propose the adsorption 

mechanism of the subjective substances from the viewpoint of chemical engineering 

aspect. 

   In this study, we conducted batch adsorption experiments by using bisphenol-A and 

diethyl phthalate as model adsorbate compounds of EDCs and a commercial activated 

carbon as an adsorbent. The adsorption experiments were conducted in each single and 

binary system, respectively. The adsorption behavior and adsorption mechanism are 

discussed in the present study.  
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2. Materials and Methods 

 

2.1. Chemicals 

   Bisphenol-A (BPA) and diethyl phthalate (DEP) were purchased from Kanto 

Chemical Inc. (Japan). Each 5.0  10
–4

 M solution was prepared as a mother solution. 

By diluting this solution, the concentration of BPA or DEP was adjusted to the desired 

concentration for the batch adsorption experiment. Acetonitrile was purchased from 

Wako Pure Chemical Industries (Japan) as a mobile phase media of high-performance 

liquid chromatography to determine BPA and DEP. All chemicals were used in this 

study without further purification. 

 

2.2. Activated carbon as adsorbent 

   Activated carbon powder (AC) was purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industries 

(Japan). AC powder was prepared by the following procedure. The quartz sand was 

washed with distilled water and was dried at 60C for 48 h. According to the 

information from the supplier, the specific surface area and the pore volume of AC were 

1530 m
2
/g and 1.32 cm

3
/g, respectively, and the diameter (d) distribution of AC was as 

follows: d < 49 m (ca. 55-75 %); 49  d  150 m (ca. 20-40 %); d > 150 m (ca 

10 %). 

 

2.3. Procedure of batch adsorption experiment  

   A desired amount of AC was taken into a 300 mL flask, then ca. 100 mL of distilled 

water was also poured into the flask. Then, the flask was heated until boiling for 2 min 
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to remove air within pores of AC. After this, the flask was set at room temperature for 

cooling. After thermal equilibrium at room temperature, the flask and a stock bottle of 

the mother solution (BPA or DEP) were set in a 30 C water bath. The AC suspension 

was stirred by using a magnetic stirrer (300 rpm). By adding the desired amount of the 

mother solution and distilled water, the liquid volume within the flask was adjusted to 

300 mL, and the adsorption experiment was started. The solution was also stirred 

throughout until adsorption equilibrium. In all experiments, 24 hours was acquired to 

reach the adsorption equilibrium state. By varying the initial concentration of BPA or 

DEP, the batch adsorption experiment was repeated to obtain the adsorption isotherm of 

BPA or DEP. In the case of a binary system, a mother solution of BPA-DEP mixture was 

prepared and was used for batch adsorption experiments. In all binary adsorption 

experiments, the molar ratio of BPA and DEP in the initial concentration was employed 

as 1:1. The amount adsorbed of BPA or DEP was determined from the difference 

between the initial and the equilibrium concentration of BPA or DEP. The concentration 

of BPA or DEP was determined by using HPLC (130A Separation System, Applied 

Biosystems) with a UV detector (225 nm).  
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3. Results and Discussion 

 

3.1. Adsorption isotherm of BPA and DEP in a single system 

 

   The adsorption isotherm of BPA and DEP are shown in Fig. 1. By comparing the 

amount adsorbed of both EDCs, the amount adsorbed of BPA was slightly larger than 

that of DEP in the experimental range. As seen in Fig. 1, for example, by comparison at 

same equilibrium concentration, Ce, of both EDCs, at Ce = 310
–5

 mol/L, the 

equilibrium amount adsorbed, Xe, of BPA corresponded to ca. 710
–4

 mol/g, on the 

other hand, that of DEP corresponded to ca. 5.510
–4

 mol/g. In a higher equilibrium 

concentration region, at Ce = 1.210
–4

 mol/L, the Xe of BPA corresponded to ca. 

1.110
–3

 mol/g, and that of DEP corresponded to ca. 9.510
–4

 mol/g. In both cases, in 

the range of Ce < ca. 1.0 10
–4

 mol/L, the abrupt increase in the adsorption amount was 

observed. A similar tendency has been reported in some previous studies (Oliveira et al., 

2012). In addition, the adsorption isotherms obtained in this study were also comparable 

to the profiles of adsorption isotherms reported in some previous studies (Tsai et al., 

2006; Oliveira et al., 2012). In these studies, it was reported that Freundlich isotherm 

was well fitted to the data than Langmuir isotherm. This fact suggested that activated 

carbon generally has at least two different types of adsorption sites. The Freundlich 

isotherm is an empirical equation and has been usually suitable for nonideal adsorption 

on heterogeneous surfaces, and it assumes that there are a large number and many 

different types of available sites acting simultaneously, each with a different free energy 

of sorption. We attempted to apply two site Langmuir isotherm to the data. Both 
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isotherms were agreed well to two site Langmuir type isotherm model. The equations of 

the two-site Langmuir model are as follows: 

 

   
21T XXX         (1) 

   
e1

e1S1
1

1 CK

CXK
X


        (2) 

   
e2

e2S2
2

1 CK

CXK
X


        (3) 

 

Where Ce is the equilibrium concentration of EDCs. XT, X1, and X2 are the total amount 

adsorbed of EDCs, the amount absorbed at type 1 or 2 of EDCs, respectively. K1 and K2 

are the equilibrium adsorption constant for the type 1 and type 2 sites, and X1S and X2S 

are the saturated adsorption density of type 1 and 2 sites, respectively. Langmuir’s 

adsorption parameters could be determined by a least-squares method. The calculated 

lines of XT, X1, and X2 are shown in Fig. 1. Good agreement of the experimental data 

and calculated line of XT is recognized in Fig. 1. The adsorption onto type 1 sites greatly 

affected the adsorption behavior in relative a low concentration region (Ce < 1×10
–4

 

mol/L). These parameters are summarized in Table 1. Especially, the estimated values of 

the equilibrium adsorption constant or the saturated adsorption density of type 1 and 2 

sites for both BPA and DEP were mostly the same, even though adsorbate was varied. 

The value of K1 is about 130 times larger than that of K2 for both BPA and DEP. This 

suggests that adsorption intensity onto the type 1 site is sufficiently stronger than that 

onto the type 2 site. Gonzáles-García et al. (2004) have conducted adsorption 

experiments of sodium dodecyl sulfate onto some activated carbon and have reported 
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that the adsorption isotherms were reasonably well fitted by two site Langmiur equation, 

which shows a sharp increase in adsorption amount in the low equilibrium 

concentration region below 1×10
–4

 mol/L. The estimated values of the equilibrium 

adsorption constants in this study were mostly the same as the magnitude of estimated 

values of these by Gonzáles-García et al. (2004). In addition, Garcia et al. (2001, 2005) 

have also reported that non-ionic or ionic surfactants adsorption onto porous activated 

carbon consisted of two steps as follows: at first adsorption onto the sites of micropores 

(type 1 site) by more strong binding at low coverage region, second, adsorption onto the 

sites of mesopores (type 2 site). It could be possible to be considered that these two 

adsorption steps might be influenced by the present adsorption system. 

   We compared the estimated Langmuir adsorption isotherm parameters, that is, the 

equilibrium adsorption constant and the saturated adsorption density, reported by 

several researchers with carbon-based adsorbent. The comparison is summarized in 

Table 2. K and Xs represent the equilibrium adsorption constant and the saturated 

adsorption density. The value of Xs reported by Arampatzidou et al. (2018) is 

significantly larger than that of other results. The value of K varied considerably, which 

may have been influenced by the pretreatment method of the used activated carbon. Due 

to a large number of data and slight scatter, the value of R
2
 in this study is slightly lower 

than other results, but the saturation adsorption density is not so lower than other results. 

The equilibrium adsorption constants are difficult to generally compare because the 

present study was evaluated using two site Langmuir adsorption model. 

 

3.2. Adsorption isotherm of BPA and DEP in a binary system 
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   The adsorption isotherm of BAP and DEP in binary system is shown in Fig. 2. The 

comparison of the adsorption isotherm of the single and the binary system for BPA and 

DEP are also shown in Fig. 2 (Figs. 2a and 2b). In the binary system, the amount 

adsorbed of BPA was larger than that of DEP (Fig. 2c). In the comparison of the amount 

adsorbed in the single system and that in the binary system, in the case of BAP, the 

amount adsorbed in the single system was larger than that in the binary system in the all 

equilibrium concentration range. On the other hand, in the case of DEP, the amount 

adsorbed in the single system was especially larger than that in the binary system in the 

relatively high equilibrium concentration range (Ce > ca. 3.010
–4

 mol/L). Cheeng et al. 

(2018) reported that in a binary system (BPA and lead ion), the amount adsorbed of BPA 

has not significantly changed in comparison to the single system. On the other hand, 

Cagnon et al. (2017) reported that in the binary system (dimethyl phthalate and diethyl 

phthalate), the amount of adsorbed of both phthalate has decreased in the experimental 

region in comparison to the single system. This tendency was similar to our result about 

DEP shown in Fig 3. 

   Based on the discussion about each single adsorption isotherm described above, the 

AC was suggested to have two types, weak (type 2) and strong (type 1), adsorption sites 

for BPA or DEP. We attempted to consider two types of adsorption mechanisms. One is 

competitive adsorption and the other one is non-competitive adsorption. The model 

formulas are as follows: 

 

Competitive dual site Langmuir adsorption model 
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Non-competitive dual site Langmuir adsorption model 
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Where, C, K, and N represent the equilibrium adsorption concentration, the equilibrium 
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adsorption constant, and the saturated adsorption density, respectively. The subscripts, S, 

W, and T represent the strong site, the weak site, and total, respectively. The 

subscriptions, B and D represent bisphenol-A (BPA) and diethyl phthalate (DEP). 

   The competitive adsorption model is based on the idea that BPA and DEP compete 

for each type of adsorption site. On the other hand, the non-competitive adsorption 

model is based on the idea that each type of adsorption site has a specific site for BPA 

and DEP, or BPA and DEP were adsorbed each other overlapped. The fitting of the data 

to each adsorption model is shown in Fig. 3. The adsorption parameters estimated by a 

least-squares method are summarized in Table 3. As seen in Fig. 3, judging from the 

superposition of the experimental data (open circle and triangle) and calculated lines 

(solid and dashed lines), both models agreed well to experimental data. Judging from 

the estimated adsorption parameters, the value of KDW (4.5810
3
 L/mol) for the 

competitive adsorption model is much larger than the value of K2 (1.0110
4
 L/mol) of 

DEP for the single system. The large gap between the two values does not seem to 

follow the results of the single system. On the other hand, judging from the comparison 

of the saturated adsorption capacities obtained from the model calculations, the 

saturated adsorption density of the single system was 1.5710
3
 mol/g on average for 

BPA and DEP. The saturated adsorption densities calculated from the competitive and 

non-competitive adsorption models (sum of BPA and DEP) are 2.1710
–3

 mol/g and 

2.4110
–3

 mol/g, respectively. The values obtained for the binary system are both larger 

than those obtained for the single system. This fact could suggest that the adsorption is 

no longer monolayer adsorption but partially overlapping adsorption. As seen in figure 

2c, the amount adsorbed of BPA was larger than that of DEP. This might be caused by 
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overlapping adsorption of BPA rather than DEP. Because the adsorption equilibrium 

constant is unlikely to vary significantly even in the binary system and the value of the 

coefficient of determination (R
2
) for the non-competitive model, the non-competitive 

model is considered to be suitable in the present study. 
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4. Conclusion 

 

   Adsorption of bisphenol-A (BPA) and diethyl phthalate (DEP) onto activated carbon 

(AC) was conducted with the batch system in the single and binary systems. In the 

single system, two site Langmuir adsorption model was reasonably well fitted to the 

experimental adsorption data for BPA and DEP, suggesting the presence of strong and 

weak binding sites on the AC surface. Especially, the estimated equilibrium adsorption 

constants of two types of binding sites were mostly the same value (1.0110
4
 and 

1.3210
6
 L/mol for weak and strong sites) even though different adsorbate was used. 

The adsorption binding intensity of the strong site inferred from the equilibrium 

adsorption constant is ca. 130 times larger than that of the weak site. Based on the two 

site Langmuir adsorption model, for the binary system, two adsorption models were 

attempted to explain the adsorption behavior, those are, competitive adsorption and 

non-competitive adsorption. The non-competitive adsorption model agreed well with 

the adsorption data in the binary system. Compared with the single system, in the binary 

system, the equilibrium adsorption constants were almost the same, but the saturated 

adsorption densities were 10% to 30% lower than those of the single system. 
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Fig. 1.   Adsorption isotherm of (a) bisphenol-A (BPA) and (b) diethyl phthalate 

(DEP). The solid lines in figures are the calculation line based on two site Langmuir 

adsorption model. The dashed and dotted lines in figures are calculation lines of strong 

and weak adsorption of two site Langmuir adsorption model, respectively. 

 

Fig. 2.   Comparison of the adsorption isotherm in single and binary system for (a) 

bisphenol-A (BPA) and (b) diethyl phthalate (DEP), respectively. The adsorption 

isotherm in binary system (c) for BPA (open circle) and DEP (open triangle), 

respectively. 

 

Fig. 3.   Fitting of the data to (a) the competitive adsorption model (Eqs. (4)-(9)) and 

(b) non-competitive adsorption model (Eqs. (10)-(15)), respectively. The open circle 

and triangle correspond to bisphenol-A (BPA) and diethyl phthalate (DEP), respectively. 

 

Table 1   The estimated parameters of the dual site Langmiur adsorption model for 

BPA and DEP. 

 

Table 2   Comparison of estimated Langmuir adsorption isotherm parameters for BPA 

and DEP. 

 

Table 3   The estimated parameters of competitive adsorption model and 
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non-competitive adsorption model. 

 



Fig. 1.   Adsorption isotherm of (a) bisphenol-A (BPA) and (b) 

diethyl phthalate (DEP). The solid lines in figures are the 

calculated line based on two site Langmuir adsorption model. 

The dashed and dotted lines in figures are calculated lines of 

strong and weak adsorption of two site Langmuir adsorption 

model, respectively. 
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Fig. 2.   Comparison of the adsorption isotherm in single and binary system for 

(a) bisphenol-A (BPA) and (b) diethyl phthalate (DEP), respectively. The 

adsorption isotherm in binary system (c) for BPA (open circle) and DEP (open 

triangle), respectively. 



Fig. 3.   Fitting of the data to (a) the competitive adsorption 

model (Eqs. (4)-(9)) and (b) non-competitive adsorption 

model (Eqs. (10)-(15)), respectively. The open circle and 

triangle correspond to bisphenol-A (BPA) and diethyl 

phthalate (DEP), respectively. 
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Table 1   The estimated parameters of the dual site Langmiur adsorption 

model for BPA and DEP. 

XS [mmol/g] 

K [L/mol] 

Type 1 Type 2 

BPA 

DEP 

XS [mmol/g] 

K [L/mol] 

1.32  106 

4.50  10-4 

1.02  104 

1.15  10-3 

1.32  106 

3.35  10-4 

1.01  104 

1.21  10-3 



Table 2   Comparison of estimated Langmuir adsorption isotherm parameters for 

BPA and DEP. 

BPA 

AC (rice straw waste) 

Adsorbent XS [mg/g] K [L/mg] R2 [-] Reference 

0.725 181.82 0.99 Chang et al., 2012 

porous AC 0.64 307 0.98 Libberecht et al., 2015 

wood-based AC impregnated 

with Fe 

0.11 

 

785.65 

 

0.97 

 

Arampatzidou et al., 2018 

 

waste agarwood AC 1.041 439 0.99 Jafer et al., 2019 

activated charcoal  0.163 255 0.98 Zhao et al., 2019 

commercial AC 0.64 91.9 0.99 Martin-Lala et al., 2020 

AC (coffee residue) 0.504 155 0.98 Naganathan et al., 2021 

commercial AC 0.0446a 263.6a 0.97 
This study 

5.77b 102.6b 

DEP 

Adsorbent XS [mg/g] K [L/mg] R2 [-] Reference 

carbon nanotube 1.21 0.0148 0.80 Den et al., 2006 

acidic treated AC 0.197 373.3 0.98 
Cagnon et al., 2017 

basic treated AC 0.692 257.7 0.97 

activated charcoal 0.136 293.4 0.98 Zhao et al., 2019 

commercial AC 0.041a 286a 0.91 
This study 

5.79b 68.8b 

a : weak site 

b : strong site 



Table 3   The estimated parameters of competitive adsorption model and non-

competitive adsorption model. 

NS [mmol/g] 

KBS [L/mol] 

Strong (type 1) 

BPA 

DEP 

1.32  106 

5.33  10-4 

1.02  104 

1.32  106 4.58  103 

Competitive 

KBW [L/mol] 

KDS [L/mol] KDW [L/mol] 

NW [mmol/g] 

1.64  10-3 

R2 

R2 

0.9753 

0.9214 

KBS [L/mol] BPA 

1.32  106 1.02  104 

KBW [L/mol] R2 

0.9921 

XBS [mmol/g] 

3.16  10-4 

XBW [mmol/g] 

1.05  10-3 

Non-competitive 

Weak (type 2) 

Strong (type 1) Weak (type 2) 

KDS [L/mol] DEP 

1.32  106 1.02  104 

KDW [L/mol] R2 

0.9861 

XDS [mmol/g] 

2.94  10-4 

XDW [mmol/g] 

7.59  10-4 

coefficien of 

determination 

coefficien of 

determination 
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